The way to write the abstract is confusing. Some words are suddenly mentioned e.g. fashand, Hips. Advice: in the present study, the inhibitory of methanol extracts of dog rose hips... Please check the grammar, because some sentences are not complete (line 17-18; 21-22).

What solvent for those extracts is? Methanol? How many percent? Because, if the authors used methanol 70%, the solvent can inhibit microbes (as disinfectant).

How plant extracts can inhibit or control the disease if the extracts just spray on the citrus surface while the pathogen inoculated by wounding in 5 mm dept.

2.3.2. The authors only use one fruit for testing? If yes, really not enough. The methods to calculate disease incidence is not common. Are the way to measure or calculate DI and DS same?

2.4. How many fruits are used? Are there any *P. digitatum* before treatment? How many ml per fruits?

2.4.4. The methods should fair. If used other researcher methods, the name of them should be mention. Type of tools should define.

In discussion part: the discussion is not literature review, the reference only need if authors need support or gain their result. Please discuss deeply.

The references that authors used same like the authors only focus on plant extract, none *P. digitatum*. 
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